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In an earlier paper [6] we discussed the uniqueness of positive classical 
solutions U(X) of the problem 
(1) 
du+,f(u)=O in R” 
u(x) + 0 as x+ co, 
in which n > 1 and x = (x, ,..., x,), under the following basic assumptions 
on the functionf: 
Al. f is defined and locally Lipschitz continuous on (0, EJ). 
A2. The integral F(U) = 1;; ,f(s) d s exists for all u > 0 and is positive at 
some value 6 > 0. 
By A2 both of the quantities 
a=inf{u>O:f(u)>O}, fl=inf(u>O:F(u)>O} 
are well-defined (clearly 0 GM < /I). It was shown that Problem (I) has at 
most one positive radial solution if f additionally satisfies the hypotheses: 
H. lim u _ ,, (f (u)/u) = - m for some positive number m. 
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S. The function 
is nonincreasing for all u E (/3, cc ) where f(u) > 0. 
Conditions Al and A2 are quite mild, A2 in fact being necessary for the 
existence of a solution. There are, however, no intrinsic reasons for assum- 
ing H, and it is the object of this paper to weaken this assumption con- 
siderably. We shall replace it by 
H*. One of the following conditions holds: 
(i) n=2 and p>O, 
(ii) n > 2 and a > 0. 
Hypothesis H of course implies CI > 0, so that H* obviously is a con- 
siderably weaker condition than H. In particular, we note that H* allows 
the possibility f = 0 for u near 0. 
It is known that there can be no positive radial solution of (I) when 
s o&a; 
see [ 1 ] and Section 4. On the other hand, even though (I) cannot have 
positive radial solutions in this case, it can have solutions which are non- 
negative but not identically zero. Such behavior is interesting in itself; in 
order to include it in our considerations we shall henceforth allow not just 
the class of positive solutions but also those which are non-negative and 
non-trivial. 
So that the equation be well-defined when u= 0 we naturally add the 
condition: 
A3. lim,,,f(u)=O andf(0) =O. 
(In general, any limit other than 0 is incompatible with the condition 
u(x)+0 as x--t co.) 
In work of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [2,3] it is shown that when H 
holds and f E C’ + ' near u = 0, then any positive solution of (I) is radially 
symmetric about some center of symmetry. In the generality of our present 
assumptions, a corresponding result is not yet known (and may be quite 
difficult to verify). At the same time, radially symmetric solutions of (I) are 
an important class of solutions in their own right, and in many cases they 
are he only possible global solutions. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
study the uniqueness of radially symmetric solutions for their own sake. 
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In the sequel we shall consider, then, the following radial problem 
associated with (I): 
u” $ ((n - 1)/r) 24’ + f(u) = 0, r > 0, (1) 
(11) u 2 0, r30, (1’) 
u’(0) = 0, lim u(r) = 0, 
r-m (1”) 
where ZJ is a C2 function of the radial variable r on [0, co), with u & 0. We 
shall assume throughout that f is a given function satisfying the natural 
conditions Al, A2, A3. For simplicity we shall not refer to these conditions 
in the statements of our results, it being tacitly understood, however, that 
they are always present. 
Our purpose is to show that Problem (II) has at most one solution 
under the hypotheses H* and S. Thus we considerable generalize the results 
of [6] both by extending the class of solutions considered and by weaken- 
ing the restrictions which are placed on f near u = 0. 
The general approach is as follows. We say that a solution of Problem 
(II) is of class % if 
lim r”- ‘u’(r) exists (finite). 
r-m (2) 
This condition, which is crucial to our deliberations, is easily shown to 
follow from condition H*(ii); see Lemma 5, part (i). We then prove 
THEOREM 1. Suppose /I? > 0, and let u and v be two different solutions of 
Problem (II). Assume moreover either that n = 2 or that both u and v are of 
class V. Then the graphs of u and v must intersect at some point (R, U) with 
u > 0. 
The proof of this theorem is modelled somewhat along the lines of the 
corresponding result in [6], but requires considerably more care because 
we can no longer rely on the strong hypothesis H. An interesting set of lem- 
mas used in the proof concerns the horizontal separations of solution 
graphs (see Section 2). We subsequently obtain (see Section 3) a 
strengthened version of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Then the graphs of u 
and v must intersect at some point (R, U) with U > j?. 
The final step in the proof consists in showing that if condition S holds 
then the graphs of the solutions cannot intersect at any point (R, U) for 
which U > /?. Together with Theorem 2 this yields the following con- 
clusions. 
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THEOREM 3. Let conditions H* and S hold. Then Problem II cannot have 
more than one solution. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose /I > 0. Zf condition S holds, there can be at most one 
solution of Problem II which is of class W. 
The number n in Problem (II) denotes the number of space dimensions, 
and was assumed to be an integer greater than 1. If we drop this inter- 
pretation, and assume merely that n is a parameter in the range (1, co), we 
find that Theorem 1 continues to hold while Theorems 2 and 3 require the 
extra condition n 2 1. For values of n in the range (1,;) the conclusion of 
Theorem 2 continues to hold however if we replace /I by CI. If we 
correspondingly strengthen condition S be replacing j? by CI this gives the 
following result. 
Suppose n E (1,;) and let S hold with fi replaced by LX. Then Problem (II) 
cannot have more than one solution tf c1> 0. 
Problems in which f fails to satisfy H occur frequently in applications. As 
an example we mention a model arising in population dynamics, due to 
Gurtin and MacCamy [4], describing the spread of biological populations. 
If u denotes the population density, one is led to the diffusion equation 
u,=d(um)+u(l-u)(u-a) (m>l,O<a<l). 
Let ii be an equilibrium solution of this equation. Since ij is a density, we 
may expect ii 2 0. Then v = tz” satisfies Eq. (1) in which f(v) N - av”” near 
v = 0, and hence, since m > 1, f satisfies condition H* but not H. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we give some general 
properties of solutions of Problem II, quoting from [6] when convenient. 
In Section 2 we consider various properties of solutions of class %, 
including the main separation lemmas and Theorem 1. Section 3 contains 
the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4. 
Other uniqueness theorems for global solutions of Problems (I) and (II), 
which replace condition S by various alternate restrictions onf, have been 
obtained by K. McLeod and Serrin [S]. 
1. GENERAL BEI-IAMOUR OF SOLUTIONS 
We begin by deriving some basic identities. 
LEMMA 1. Let u = u(r) be a solution of Eq. (1) on a finite interval 
[rO, rl] c lR+ and let u>O on (rO, r,). Then 
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1 ; ut(r1)2 + F(u, )} - {; d(rcJ2 + nu,,) = - (n - 1) sr’ U’(r)2 5, (3) ro 
where ui = u(ri), i = 0, 1. 
Proof. Multiply Eq. ( 1) by u’, and integrate over (r,,, rl ). 
LEMMA 2. Let u be a strictly monotone solution of Eq. (1) on a finite 
interval [r,, rl] c R’. Let r(u) be the inverse of u(r). Then 
(i) $r:“-2uf(r1)2 - $rF--2 ’ u (rJ2 = 1” r2n-2(u) f(u) du 
UI 
(4) 
(ii) r:“-2{$u’(r1)2 f F(u,)} - r~-2{$u’(ro)2 +F(u,)) 
= 2(n - 1) 1” r2n-3F(u(r)) dr, 
r0 
where ui = u(rJ, i = 0, 1. 
ProoJ: Multiply Eq. (1) by r”- I. Then we can write it as 
(F1u’)‘+F1f(u)=O. 
Next we multiply by r”-‘u’ and integrate over (r,,, rl). There results 
(5) 
iy:“-2u’(r1)2  $rpp2U’(rO)2 = - s r’ rZn-‘f(u)u’ dr. (6) 
r0 
Changing the integration variable to u in the integral yields (i). Since 
flu)u’ = dF(u)/dr, an integration by parts gives 
s 
” r2n-2f(u)u’ dr = r2”-‘F(u(r)) ” - 2(n - 1) sr’ r2n-3F(u(r)) dr. (7) 
r0 r0 r0 
Putting (6) and (7) together, we obtain (ii). 
Next, we shall extend these identities to solutions of Problem (II). We 
first recall a lemma from [6]. 
LEMMA 3. Let u be a solution of Problem (II). Then u’(r) < 0 for all 
r > 0. Equality holds at a point Y if and only if u(F) = 0. 
Remark. Lemma 3 was proved in [6] only for positive solutions of (1). 
The conclusion there was stronger: u’<O. However, the argument given 
there can easily be generalized to non-negative solutions. Since u’=O if 
u=O, the conclusion can only be u’<O. 
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COROLLARY. Let u be a solution of Problem (II). Then either u > 0 on 
[0, co), or u>O on [0, a) and u=O on [a, w)for some a>O. 
LEMMA 4. Let u be a non-trivial solution of Problem (II). Then 
(i) lim u’(r) =O, 
i-+00 
(8) 
(ii) iuf(r2) + F(u(r)) = (n - 1) Scu u’(s)~ q, r 2 0. 
r 
Proof: In view of the preceding Corollary, we may assume that u > 0 on 
[0, a) for some maximal a > 0 which may be finite or infinite. Suppose 
a < co. Then (i) is obvious since U’ = 0 on [a, co) and (ii) follows by setting 
rl =a in (3). 
Next suppose a = co. We let r, + co in (3). The right-hand side con- 
verges to some negative limit, or to - co. This implies that $u’(r1)2 + 
F(u(r,)) converges, though possibly to - co. However, as rl + oc), u(rl) + 0 
and hence F(u(r,))+O. Thus 4u’(r1)2 converges (clearly not to -co, and 
so, equally clearly) to some non-negative limit i2. Since u(rl) --t 0 as 
r1 -+ co, we can only have I= 0. This proves part (i) and moreover yields 
the relation 
lim {fu’(r)‘+F(u(r))} =O. (9) r-00 
Part (ii) now follows at once if we take r0 2 0 in (3) let rl -+ co, and then 
use (9). 
Remark. Let u be a solution of Problem (II). If we set r = 0 in Lem- 
ma 4(ii) we obtain 
F(u(0)) = (n - 1) ina u’(r)2 F > 0. 
Since Fd 0 on (0, /I), this implies that u(0) > p. 
LEMMA 5. Let u be a solution of Problem (II). Then 
(i) if a > 0, there exists a non-negative number L such that 
and 
lim rnp ‘u’(r) = -L 
r-m (10) 
(11) lim r2(n- ‘)F(u(r)) = 0; r-m 
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(ii) if /I > 0, there exists a non-negative number L, such that 
lim r2(n-1)($u’(r)2 + F(u(r))} = +Lf (12) r-cc 
and 
r2(n-1){&u’(r)2+F(u(r))}=~L:-2(n- l)fm t2”-3F(u(t))dt. (13) 
I 
Zf n<2 then L, =O. 
Proof. If u vanishes for all sulkiently large r then (i) and (ii) follow 
immediatelywithL=L,=O(for(13),letr,~ooin(5)).Thusletu~Oon 
co, 00). 
(i) Since u(r) + 0 as r + co, and f(u) GO for 0~ ~<a, we have 
f(u(r)) < 0 for r large. Hence, if we let rl + cc in (4) the integral will even- 
tually decrease monotonically. On the other hand, using (4) again, the 
integral is bounded below: for all rl > r,, > 0 
s w r2n-2(u) f(u) du > - +r$ap ‘)u’(rO)*, UI 
where ui = u(ri), i = 0, 1. Hence the integral in (4) converges to some finite 
limit as rl + co, from which (10) follows at once. 
By l’H8pital’s rule 
lim r2Cn- l) 
i 
i u’(r)* + F(u(r)) 
I 
= lim 
$4’(r)* + F(u(r)) 
r-m r--too r-2(n-1) 
= lim 
u’u” + f(u) u’ 
r-+~ -2(n- l)r-*“+’ 
= f lim r2Cn- l)u’(r)* (using (1 )I I’cc 
1 z-L* 
2 (by (lo)). 
Thus, again in view of (lo), 
lim rZCn- ‘)F(u(r)) = 0. 
r-cc 
(ii) The proof of (12) is almost identical to that of (lo), except that 
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we use the identity (5). To prove that the integral is bounded below as 
r, + co, we now use (8) to obtain in’(r)‘+ F(u(r)) > 0 for r > 0. 
To show that L1 = 0 when n < 2, suppose for contradiction that L, were 
positive in this case. Then by (12) since F< 0 for u near 0, we have 
-rn- ‘u’ 2 iLl > 0 
for all sufficiently large r. A simple integration then shows that u + cc as 
r--t co, an obvious contradiction. The proof is therefore completed. 
Remark. If a = 0 but /I > 0, Lemma 5 does not give an estimate for the 
behavior of either u(r) or u’(r) as r + co. On the other hand, if we assume 
that u is of class V:, with 
lim r”-‘u’(r) = -L 
r-m 
(14) 
then LI = L and 
lim r”“-“F(u(r))=O 
r-00 (15) 
as can be seen from an argument similar to the one used to prove (11). 
2. SEPARATION OF SOLUTION GRAPHS 
Let u(r) and v(r) be solutions of Problem (II), and let u(r) $ u(r). By 
Lemma 3 and its corollary u’(r) < 0 and u’(r) < 0 when u(r) > 0 and 
u(r) > 0. Hence their inverses r(u) and S(U) are respectively well-defined for 
u in (0, u(0)) and u in (0, v(0)). Note that u(0) # u(O), for otherwise the two 
solutions would be identical. 
We begin with two preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. The function r(u) - s(u) can have at most a finite number of 
zeros if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) cr>O, n> 1; 
(ii) /?>O, n>$. 
Proof The proof of part (i) is essentially the same as that in [6], so we 
omit it. 
To prove part (ii), we observe, as in [6], that the points of intersection 
are isolated, and thus, that if there exists an infinite number of them, they 
can be enumerated, say u1 > uq > us..., and uk + 0 as k + oo. Let q0 be a 
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particular zero with q,, </I and set r0 = r(qO). We can assume without loss 
of generality that r > s in some right neighborhood of u = qO. 
If there exists a zero of r-s on (0, no), there must exist a number 
vi E (0, q,,) such that 
r > s, r’ < s’ on (ql, rjO) and r’(rll)=s’(rl)* (16) 
Set rl =r(nl) and s1 =s(q,). If we apply the identity (5) for u on (rO, rl) 
and for u on (r,,, si) and then subtract we obtain 
2n - 2 (r1 -sp-*) {ju’(r1)2 + F(n,)} - tr#$-2(u’(r0)2 - u’(r0)2} 
= - 
I 
qT {r(u)2”-2-s(u)2n-2}‘F(u)du. (17) 
Since 0 > u’(rJ > u’(rO) we find, in view of Lemma 4(ii), that the left-hand 
side of (17) is positive. For u E (II 1, qO) we have 
by (16) and the fact that n > 1. Remembering that (ql, qO) c (0, /I), and 
hence that F(u) ~0 in (17), it follows that the right-hand side of (17) is 
non-positive. 
Thus, there cannot be a zero of r - s on (0, v],), and hence the number of 
zeros of r-s must be finite. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 6(ii) yields in addition our first result on 
the horizontal separation of solution graphs. 
Let u and u be solutions of Eq. (1) which intersect at a point (r,,, no). If 
/?>O, no~(O,P], andnat we have 
r’(nO) < ~‘(1~) implies r’ <s’ on (0, no], (18) 
Ifl<rz<j, then (18)stillholdsifa>Oand~,~(O,a]. 
The conclusion for 1~ n < + follows when we use (4) instead of (5) in the 
proof of Lemma 6. 
In the next set of lemmas we further consider the function r(u) -s(u). 
Since the difference r-s can have at most a finite number of zeros 
necessarily either r-s > 0 or r-s < 0 for all u sufficiently small. Without 
loss of generality we can always suppose the former to occur. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose r(u) -s(u) > 0 one some interval I. Then r(u) - s(u) 
can have at most one critical point on I. Moreover, this critical point is a 
strict maximum. 
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Since the proof of Lemma 7 in [6] is slightly more complicated than 
necessary, we give here a simpler version. 
Proof of Lemma 7. We have 
u, = l/r,, u,, = - r,,/ri. 
Hence r(u) satisfies the equation 
n-l 
r uu --ri-f(u)ri=O. r 
A similar equation can be derived for S(U). At a critical point we have r > s 
and r, = s, < 0, so that by subtraction 
(r-S),,=(n-1) f-f rz<O. 
( 1 
Thus r-s can only have a strict maximum. 
We next consider solutions u and u satisfying condition %! in the 
Introduction, with n > 2. We write 
lim rn- ’ u’(r) = - L, lim Fly’(r) = -M. 
r-m r-m 
LEMMA 8. Suppose u and v satisfy condition %, with n > 2. Zf r(u) > s(u) 
for O<u<u,, then L>M. 
ProoJ Suppose to the contrary that L < M. By 1’HSpital’s rule 
u(r) L u(r) M 
yZ-n+ n-2’ F-‘-- n-2 
as r--+03. 
Hence, if we subtract, there results 
F’{u(r)-u(r)) +&y-CO 
which contradicts the assumption that r > s in (0, Q). 
LEMMA 9. Suppose u and v satisfy condition %‘, with n > 2. Then if fi > 0 
andr>sfor O<u<u, we have 
{r(u)-s(u)}‘<0 for O<u<u,. 
Proof. By Lemma 8 we have L > M. We now distinguish two cases: (i) 
L>M and (ii) L=M. 
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(i) L > M. Choose E = f(L - M). Then we find, as in the proof of 
Lemma 8, that for r sulliciently large 
L-E 
u(r)>-r 
n-2 
-(n-2) = u*(r) 
M+E 
u(r)<--r 
n-2 
-(n-2Ly*(r). 
Let r* and s* be the respective inverses of U* and u*. Then for ZJ sufficiently 
small 
r(u)-s(u)>r*(u)--s*(u)= i(~)‘;‘“-“-(~)l’(~-2)} U-l,(n-2). 
Since L - E > M + E we conclude that r(u) - S(U) + 00 as u + 0, whence, by 
Lemmma 7, {r(u) - S(U)}’ < 0 for 24 E (0, uO). 
(ii) L = M. By Lemma 4 
;uYr(u))‘+F(U)= -(n-l) j;y& (19) 
and similarly for u, with r replaced by s. If we subtract the identity for u 
from that for u and write 
a(u) = I u’(r(u)) I and b(u) = I Wu)) I 
we obtain (recall that u’, u’ < 0) 
< 2(n - 1) 1: a(rii)@f) dt 
because s < r on (0, q,). 
Define 
w(u) = j; 9 dt, 
(20) 
so that (20) becomes, with ’ = d/du, 
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Integrating this inequality leads to 
for O<U<u<u,. 
(21) 
Assertion. w(u) < 0 for 0 < 24 < uO. 
Assuming the assertion for the moment, we can readily complete the 
proof. Indeed if w < 0, then a < h by (20), that is, 
I u’(r(u)) I < I u’(s(u)) 1, o<u<u,, 
or, in turn (r(u) -S(U)}’ < 0 for 0 < u < uO, which was to be proved. 
By Lemma 7 either r(u) -s(u) is everywhere decreasing on 0 < u < u0 or 
r(u)--(u) is increasing for u near 0. In the first case a(u) - b(u) < 0 on 
0 < u < uO, and in the second a(u) - b(u) > 0 for u near 0. Hence, by the 
definition of w(u), either w < 0 for 0 < u < uO, and we are done, or w(u) > 0 
for all u sufficiently small, say 0 KU < 6. Suppose then for contradiction 
that the latter case holds. Choose U E (0,6). Then ~(17) > 0 and, by (21), 
w(u) < w(U) exp (2(n - 1) 1: g} 
= w(U) exp 
i 
2(rl- 1) Jr’ $$), 
where F= r(U) and 0 < ii< u < uO. Thus w(u) < w(U) exp{2(n - 1) log(F/r)}, 
or 
$n - “w(u) < js(n ~ Uw@), o<li<u<u,. (22) 
Since b > 0 we have from the definition of w(u), for any u > 0, 
r2(n- l)w(u) < ).2(n- 1) 
I ‘fdu 0 r 
= ).2(n - 1) 
s 
m U’2 
- dr 
r r 
)an- 1) 1 
=- -ju’(r)* + F(u(r)) 
n-l i 1 
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by Lemma 4. Now from the remark after Lemma 5 (here we use the con- 
dition B > 0 and the fact that u is of type %F) there results 
L2 
lim sup r*(+ “W(U) G-. 
U-+0 2(n - 1) (23) 
Next, let U -+ 0 in (22) and use relation (23) (with the dummy variable u 
replaced by 6). This give 
L2 
r2’“~1)w(u)~limsupr2(“-1)w(ii)~~, 
2(n - 1) 
o<u<u,. 
i-0 
If L = 0 this implies w(u) d 0 on (0, u,), contradicting the assumption that 
w(u) > 0 on (0,6). Thus w(u) < 0 on (0, uo) in this case. 
If L > 0, we need a more delicate estimate of the behavior of r*(+ “w(u) 
as u -+ 0. By l’H6pital’s rule we have (recall that w(u) + 0 as u -+ 0) 
lim s;t ((a - b)lr) dt U+O r*+ ‘)w(u) = lim 
u-0 
r-2(n- I) 
= lim 
(a-b)u’ 
u+o -2(n-1)rP2(“-r) 
= -& lim (F ‘u’)* lim 
r+‘x u40{~-l} 
= -&+I&‘) 
assuming the last limit to exist. 
Because r”-lu’(r) -+ -L and rn-2u(r) + L/(n - 2) (see Lemma S), and 
since L > 0, we see that 
lim u’(r(u)) ’ ~ ‘u’(r) L 
( 1 
-(n-l)/(n-2) 
u _ o u(” - 1 )l(n - 2) =,‘\% (r~-2~(r~~(n-I),(n-2)= -L - n-2 
Similarly, since L = A4 > 0, 
es(~)) L 
( > 
-(n - l)/(n - 2) 
;yo U(n-l)/(n-2)= - 
L- 
n-2 
Consequently 
. u’(s(u)) 1 -= 
21 u’(r(u)) 
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and so we find 
lim r*@ - i)w( U) = 0. 
U-10 
The rest of the proof is the same as in the case L = 0. 
Lemma 9 is crucial for the proof of Theorem 1 when u and u are of class 
V. The corresponding result when n < 2 is the following 
LEMMA 10. Supposer>sforO<u<u,. Thenij”P>Oandn<2 wehave 
{r(u)-s(u)}‘<0 for O<u<u,. 
ProoJ By Lemma 5(ii) we have 
r2(‘~‘)(~Iu’I”+F(u)) -+O as r-+Gc. 
The result now follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma 9, part (ii), since 
the condition (23) yields lim F*@-‘) w(U) = 0. Note in particular that the 
final step in the proof of Lemma 9 (the possibility L > 0) is not needed 
here. 
The proof of Theorem 1 now follows as a simple consequence of Lemmas 
9 and 10. Indeed suppose u and u are solutions of Problem (II) of class @ 
which do not intersect at any positive value of u. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that U> u as long as u>O, and hence, that r(u)---(u)>0 
on (0, u(O)]. By Lemma 9, 
(r -3)’ < 0 for u E (0, o(O)). 
On the other hand, 
(r-s)’ --f 00 as U+ o(O), 
because S’(U) + - cc and r’(u) remains bounded as u + u(0). This con- 
tradiction shows that the graphs of u and u must intersect at some positive 
U. For n < 2 the proof is the same except that we use Lemma 10 instead of 
Lemma 9. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2, 3 AND 4 
Let u and u be two different solutions of Problem (II), both of class %‘, 
and let their last point of intersection (for u > 0) be (R, U). By Lemma 6 
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and Theorem 1 this point exists. By (ii) the Remark following Lemma 5 we 
have 
of course the same identity holds for u, provided L is replaced by M. Thus 
we obtain upon subtraction 
+R*“-*{u’(R)*-u’(R)*) +$(L2-M2)= - :‘p’(u)F(u)du, 
I 
(24) 
where Y(U) = r2n-2 - s2” ~ 2. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that r > s on (0, U). Then ( v’(R) 1 > 
1 u’(R) I and, by Lemma 8, L 2 M. Hence the left-hand side of (24) is 
positive. 
From Lemma 9 we deduce that 
!?=2(n- l){(r2n~3-s2n~3)r’+s2n~3(r-s)‘} <O on (0, U) 
for n 2 5. Therefore, if Ud b, then F(U) < 0 on the whole of (0, U) and the 
right-hand side of (24) is non-positive. Remembering that the left-hand side 
is positive, we conclude that U > /I. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 
for solutions of class %?. When n d 2 the argument is essentially the same 
except that L, = M, = 0 by Lemma 5(ii), and Lemma 10 must be used at 
the final stage instead of Lemma 9. 
The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are now completed as in [6]. One 
shows that the graph of two solutions cannot intersect above the line u = p 
if S is satisfied [6, Lemma lo]. Since, by Theorem 2, the graphs of two 
solutions must necessarily intersect above the line u = j, the proof is com- 
plete. 
Finally, let us consider the case n E (1, 5). If we let r1 + cc in (4) and set 
r. = R, we obtain from Lemma 5(i) 
iR*“-*U’(R)* - &L* = -1: r(u)*“-*f(u) du. 
For u one obtains a similar expression with L replaced by M. Subtraction 
yields 
;R*~~~{zI~(R)* - uf(~)2} + $(L* - hf*) = Jou Y(U) f(2.4) du. 
Assuming again that r > s on (0, U) we see that the left-hand side is 
positive and that the right-hand side is negative if U < cc Thus U > c(. The 
argument for the case n E (1,s) is then completed as before, with fl in S 
replaced by tl, and u > 0. 
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4. COMPACT SUPPORT 
We denote by u(r) a decreasing solution of Eq. (1) in CR, a) with 
U = u(R) > 0 and u(r) + 0 as r -+ co. Let T(U) denote as usual the inverse of 
u(r). 
LEMMA 11. Zf UE (0, b) then 
r(u)dr(U)+2-1’“[U~F(s)l~“2ds, O-CM< u.’ (25) 
u 
Proof: By Lemma 4 
gd(r)2 + F(u(r)) z 0 for raR 
or, because u(r) E [0, /?) and hence F(u(r)) < 0, 
$u’(r)* 2 I F(u(r)) I for raR. 
Since U’ 60 this implies that 
u’(r) 6 - 2”*1 F(u(r)) 1 ‘I’. (26) 
By the corollary to Lemma 3 there exists a number a < cc such that 
u(r) > 0 when r < a and u(r) = 0 when r 2 a. Thus R < a, and we obtain 
from (26) 
(F(;(U(r)) (-“*u’(r) < - 2”* for R<rra. 
Integrating this inequality from R to r E (R, a) we obtain 
or 
r(u)<R+2-‘I* 
f 
u 1 F(s) I- “2 ds. 
u 
THEOREM 5. Let u be a solution of Problem II. The condition 
f 1 F(s) I- u2 ds < cc (27) o 
’ If the integral fails to exist, then (25) holds vacuously. 
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is sufficient for u to have compact support. If a > 0, this condition is also 
necessary, 
Proof That the condition (27) is sufficient for u to have compact sup- 
port is an immediate consequence of (25). 
To prove that (27) is necessary we assume that u has compact support 
[0, a] with a< 00. 
By Lemma 4 we have 
u’(r)’ 6 2 I F(u)(r)) I + c 1’ u’(s)~ ds, a-b<r<a, 
I 
where c=2(n-l)/(a-6) and 6 E (0, a) will be chosen later. Applying 
Gronwall’s lemma we deduce that 
u’(r)2 B 21 F(u(r)) I t- 2c jU 1 F(u(s)) 1 eCCS-‘) ds. 
I (28) 
Now we choose 6 so small that u(r) E (0, a) for a - 6 < r < a. Then 
$ I~Cu(r))l = -f(u(r))u’(r)GO 
and hence IF(u(s))l 4 IF(u(r))l. Using this in (28) we obtain 
u’(r)‘<2lF(u(r))[ { 1 +c~~e”‘-‘)ds}62~F(u(r))lp”. (29) 
To complete the proof we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 11. Dividing 
by (F( in (29) and taking the square root, we obtain 
- I~(u(r))(-l/2U~(r)621/2e6(n--l)l(u--6). 
This yields, upon integration over (a - 6, a - E), 0 < E < 6, 
Because u(a - E) + 0 as E + 0, we conclude that 
s 
IF(u”*du<a, 
0 
which was to be proved. 
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